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The Stricture of Job Satisfaction Anong Mew England Fishermen
 

by
 

Richard B. Pollnac & John J. Poggie, Jr.
 

IfITRODUCTION The passage of the Fishery Conservation and Management Act (FCA)
 

of 176 (PL 94-205) extending US Jurisdiction and management over fisheries 
to
 

200 miles has the potential of resulting inwide-ranging changes inthe New
 

England fishery. Thefetchanges c p;take-many.fori.$s..ragngfrom minor altera

tions inspecies sought and techniques use4,to drastic shifts instyle from
 

inshore to offshore fishing or possible displacement of individuals from the 
tn-


Thechanges wrought by management, no matter
dustry under a limited entry plan. 


how minor, have the potential of affecting the structure of a person's work--an
 

aspect of life that plays an important psycholpgical and social, as well as econ

omic role inthe well being of the worker (cf. HEW 1973). Elliot Richardson
 

(then secretary of HEW), inthe forvard.to;Wor.k:in America, a report of a special 

task force to the Department of Health Education and Welfare, noted that concern 

with the quality of Work.:and its roen.society nd.ulture is a subject "...vit-

HEW does-" (HEW 1973:i)... The Interrelationshipally important' tqmuch, of. wbat 

between potential fisheries management effects on the structure of work, job 

being of the involved fishersatisfaction, and the social and psychological well 

man istherefore a timely and important..topic. It isnot only important for 

the reasons cited above, but also because PL 94-265 (FCMA) mandates that con

servation and management take into account social as well as biological and
 

economic factors.
 

On the basis of previous research concerning job satisfaction, itcan be
 

assumed that the path leading from aspects of a fisherman's job to Job satis
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For example, a
relatively-complex one.
faction and on to Social effects isa 


fair anonint, of researh has demonstrated a relationship between 
various job
 

characteriStics anc, job satisfaction (e.g. Voydanoff 1978; Kalleberg 1977; Locke
 

and Whttinh 1974; Kohn-and Schooler 1973; Armstrong 1971; 
Dunnette, et al 167).
 

Job satis'faction itself, however, is often directly related to outcomes which
 

Among variables related to job satisfaction which
 haVe poteftial 'social impact. 


have social itp'act,' perhaps the'most important is longevity. Palmore'(1969)
 

-


-reportsIthatwork satisfaction ismore important 
inpredicting longevity than:
 

rating by an examining physician of'physical function, a
measure of tobbaco use,
 

The social impact of longevity on both the family and
 or genetic inheritance. 


community isso ob,bus that it need not be elaborated here. Further, heart
 

disease and other illnesses wh1i'reduce a person's ability to function intheir
 

social roles have also been related to work dissatisfaction 
(HE.! 1973).
 

Other studies have demonstrated a relationship between job satisfaction
 

and mental health. For example, Kornhauser (1965) found that jobs most conducive
 

to mental health are those inwhich the workers tend to be the most 
satisfied..
 

Perhaps most important, he also found that within occupational categories 
mental
 

health iscorrelated with job satisfaction, and that workers in lower level
 

jobs that are satisfied differed little inmental health from satisfied workers
 

This led him to conclude that "job,satisfaction isthe
in-higher level jobs. 


link between objective conditions prevailing at different occupation 
levels and
 

the observed variation inmental health" (Kornhauser 1965:263). HEW (1973),
 

sunmning up 20 years of research by the Survey Research Center at the University
 

of Michigan notes that the absence of Job satisfaction isrelated to psychoso

matic illnesses, anxiety, low self esteem, worry, tension, and impaired inter

personal relationships. There is'odoubt that mental health problems such 'as
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these im'air ones: abIlity: twfuncton' no~mally :in,. society.. In addition, Gelles 

(1974) 'and Strauss (1979) reporta .clear relationship.between job satisfaction,.
 

s6nmeof,'Its nmental hea1th correlates, and family violence, an increasingly
 

serious' social problem. Finally, job satisfaction has been related to absen

(Inkson.,1978; Jacobs
teeltmi, turnover (Robinson.'et al.1969) and Job performanc 


and Solomon'1977), three variables with both economic and soci.al.,impaqt.
 

,Insum' previous researchhas shown. hat job satisfaction isan impqrtant 

variable related both directly abd indirectly.to varlous other social and econ-. 

omic variables.. The relationships.are positive, with.high job satisfaction 

correlated With positive social and -economic impacts and lowsatlsfaction w'th 

negative inipa'ets. These .relationships justify the exploratory investigation
 

of 'Job:satisfaction and'.ts social and occupational correlates among Yew
England
 

flshermenwhlc forms the remainder of this paper.
 

Data for this report were gathered from fishermen who use the facil-
SAMPLE 


ities at Point Judith, Rhode Island; New Bedford, Massachusettes; "4nd three
 

locations on the Pemaquid Peninsula, Dristol0 Po ,' Harbor,
Maine (Roundw 


and Pemaquid Harbor). A Sample of 43 fishermen were interviewed at New Bedford'
 

which isprimarily a large offshore dragger, long trip (4or mbre days) port.'
 

79 fishermen were intervievied at Point Judith which consists primarily of short
 

trip (less than 4 days), smaller inshore vessels and ti'shore' lobstermen. Fin

ally,, 80 fishermen formed the sample interviewed at Bristol Maine where most
 

of the fisherren are inshore lobstermen. More detailed information concerning
 

the rorts and samples can be found inAcheson (1978), 'Jessen (1978), Polinac
 

and Pongie (1978), Poagle and Pollnac (1978), and Poqaie and Gersury (1974).
 

the structure of job satisfaction..A2?.Item list was used. to investigateTESTS."" 

http:indirectly.to
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Many of the items were adapted.from.Schletzer's (19C5) 62 item scale.which was
 

designed to measure general job satisfaction on a number of components, not,.,
 

Redundant and inapplicable items
all of which werejapplicAble to fishermen. 


Many

were removed from thelist, and 4 items unique to our problem were 

added. 


of the items used correspond to high frequency responses which were 
derived from
 

an interview with 108 Southern New England fishermen who were requested 
to.
 

tell what they liked and disliked about fishing (for a'description 
of this sam

ple see Poggie, Poilnac and Gersuny 1976; Pollnac, Gersuny,. and 
Poggie 1975).
 

The resultant Scale was administered by'asking each respondant to 
indicate if he
 

were very dissatisfied, dissatisfied, neutral, satisfied, or very satisfied
 

with each of the 22 items representing aspects of his job. Responses-were coded
 

from one to five respectively and factor analysed using common factor 
analysis
 

Number of factors was determined using an
and orthogonal rotation (varimax). 


eigenvalue out-off of 1.0, and factor scores were calculated for eachfisherman
 

The factor loading matrix is presented
on each of.the three resulting factors. 


inTable 1.
 

The three factors deriVed do not clearly correspond to the intrinsic and
 

extrinsic job characteristic classification used so commonly in research related
 

Other researchers have also
 to job satisfaction (e.g. Herzberg 1966: Fox 1971). 


noted this lack of c6rresponuonce (e.g. Voydanoff I78). Additionally, Dyer
 

and Parker (1975), noting the lack of agreement in the literature concerning
 

survey of
the definition of the term.; extrinsic and intrinsic, conducted a 


psychologists and found little consensus between them concerning the terms.
 

The dimensions resulting from the analysis presented here-seem to be more
 

clearly related to Maslow's (1954) hierarchy of needs, with Factor II:,represent

ing the basic levels (physiological and safety), Factor I the mlddle.level
 



--

Table 1. Rotated factor lodn Ob at'sfactton 1tems. 

FACTOR 

;".Time away fmo. h e .81 .09 .21 

2. Hours tpent!Workivg. . .72 .25 -.17 

3..Timbfor'iereeton and/or family activities. -.71; .96 -.12 

4..AhlltytO-:come andgo.as you please. . -. 2 -.41 

5 Time ittaei you-to get; to.grounds. .47 ..21 -.14 

G.Dolno deckwdrk on'vessel ', .41 .12- .-.0 

7o Opporturfty":to be your o',n boss. -.39 :---.21 -.34 

8i ofiftunlty-inwhich you live. .39 .12 -.21 

9.Clean11ness. 0-03 .59. -.02 

10,-;Physkal fatide of job.' V.3 .56 :,.02, 

I.i. Predictibility :of earnings. .11- .49... - .08 

12. Mental pressure on job. .18 .A!P -.O 

13." Job safety.' .19 .45 -.11 

10-Your earnings. -.V 9-36. .15 

1C.HeOlthfolnest. 21 .31 -,2G: 

16. 'belnih out.on the viater.' .14 ,-2 .71 

1C. .05 -.71.
17. Adenture. 


.18 -.01 -.G6
10. Challenge of-job. 


23 X8...-.57
19. WIorking oitdoors, :. 


20,,TeeTlng.,you -are doinasomethin-wirthwhile. .12 - .28 -.51.
 

•21..PPeace of d;. " -n.24, -. 34'. 

Of.fcia1.:;-. ,20 -15.
22. Pevfor ftt'.of State and:Federa2 
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'(Loie And belonginessand-self esteem), and Factor IIIthe highest 
level
 

(self'actuaiiaton). ,Smith.(1977) uslnq ?Cdfferent list.ofcharac.teristics
 

factor which.could be
ambfn.otthwest COast salmon fishermen also-rotated a 


labeled self-actualization."His list of'characteristics.was-sufficiently 
dif

ferent, however,r that this.was the only'tomparable factor. It should be noted
 

isreflected (negative loadings) indicating that. inoividuals
that Factor'II 


%ith the lowest factor scores on Factor III are the most satisfied with their
 

jobs on the,dimenslon represented and vice-versa.
 

FIshermen were
Tw6 measures of overall job satisfaction were also used. ..


asked ifthey would'still go into fishingIf they had their life 
to-live over
 

young man to go into fishing
(OSM1)and whether or not-they would advise a, 


(JSM2). The responses to these questions'(no, maybe, yes) were coded 0, 1,
and
 

2 respectively. The question concerning whether or not a person would enter
 

the same occupation ifhe: had his life to live over has been referred to as
 

one'of the mostinformative among the indices'of job satisfaction. (Robinson
 

IL:
et .il 1969)'.,.,.. . . , 


Other*.Social and occupational variables selected because of their 
potential
 

relationships with job satisfaction are age (years), marital status 
(married
 

or not),'years of formal education,.whether or not respondent .isboth 
owner
 

and skipper of vessel versus all others (e.a.crewmen), number of years 
fishing,
 

whether or 6ot respondent began fishing before 20 years of age,whether 
or not
 

reSpondent's father was a fisherman,.number of relatives who-are fishermen.:
 

ethnicity (foreign born or not), and fishing.type,(e.g. offshore dragger,
 

The values for these.variables:were obtained from.;
inshore lobsterman, etc.). 


responses to direct questions.
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ANALYSIS' As*4-frststep inthe analysis,.the-relationship between ove-all job
 

satisfactiohand the structure of Jbb-satisfaction as represented by the three,
 

Job ch~acteHsttcs factors was investigated withthe.use of multiple regression.
 

Asa mean-rsofdetermtning whether-or not macro variables associated with commun

ity or ftshilng type have any effect onthe differential weighting of the various
 

factors; bifltyseS were porformed&for'the total sample and within subgroups of
 

the ampie'based on'port and fishing style. The port subgroupings used are Point
 

qudith, Iew Bedford, and Maine. Fishing type subgroups are (1)Inshore (e.g,,
 

inshore lobste'.Ig,Inshore dragging, etc.), (2)Middle (pair trawling, purse
 

ining, combination of inshore and offshore), and (3)Offshore (e.g., Offshore
 

draggning,'offshore lobstering).. The fishermen themselves make a clear d1.tinc-.
 

tion between the inshore and offshore fleets. Fishing style, time at sea, and
 

away from home; and other characteristics have resulted inmany sociocultural

distinctions whlch'are relatedto these fishing types (cf. Miller and Pollnac
 

1978; Poggie inPollnac 1978; Pollnac and Poggie 1978; Poggle and ersuny 1974).
 

Another subgrouping of fishing type used was to group inshore lobstermen into
 

one group and ptl. all other fishermen in another. The results of.these analyses
 

can be found'.in table 2.
 

'TO' 2 indicates that for the total sample, the three factors are signi

fleanitly related toJSMl. The strongest predictor isFactor III (High Level
 

38
Nedds). Themultiple'correlation between all three factors-and JSM1 is..


which1i"statistlcaliy significant at:better than the .001 level. JSM2 issig-


The other two factors add very
nificantIy.corre~ated with only Factor 41. 


littli to:the iultiple correlation.
 

Turnine to interport differences inthe relationship between Job satisfac

tion and the three occupational characteristic factors, Table 2 clearly shows
 

http:found'.in
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Table 2. 14ultple RegressionAfalysis of Overall. Job Satisfaction.and Occupational Characteristics Factors.
 

-

OVERALL JOB SATISFACTION MEASURES 1 A0 2 (JSM and J 

OCCUPPTIoNAL CHARACTERISTICS- TOTAL SPMPLE PoIT JUDITH -NEM fBEIJFOR . 

FACTORS _ . "5JS1 JSM2 JSMI .- JSM2 JSM1 ;JS2" 

r beta r beta r. beta r beta:- r beta r beta 

1edsFatoIb1. Factor 12 (Mid-level Needs) 
2. Factor II (Basic..Needs) 
3. Factor III .(V-level -Needs) 

R 

113 
17b 014 

-.31 - 25 
.38 

10 .04 
.27 .15 

-.10 -.05 
.29c 

0.15 .08 
.19 .11 
.33. .00 

.22 

a---1
.17a .11 
.26 .-.10, 
-.13 -.14, 

. .36a -

.-Ilh .54 
.25 

-.44 -.53 
67c 

.52b 33 

.18 .20 
-.21 -.18 

,65c 
-N 201. .201 -79 7c. 42 .42 

.MAINE INSHORE MPDDLE' 

JSMI JSM2!. L.CIM1 JsM2 JSM1 .JSM2.: 

P. beta. r beta r beta r beta r beta r beta 

1. Factor "1(Mid-level Needs) ..-. 07 -. 12 
a42. Factbr I (Basic Needs). .19 -.17 

3. Factor 1I (Hi-level M!eeds)- -.22 -.20 
R .2R 

. 2 3 a -.12 

.02 .17 

.05. -.20 
.28 

. 0 2 b .GO 
24aa .18 

-.21 -a1G 
.29 

.1? .a.OG 

.2? *-.12 
-.03 -.02 

.24, 

-.24 -. 15
.11 0 
.0, .05 

.30 1 

.01 -. 05
*39 .23 

,.03 -"08 
.40 

N 80 .80- 113 .113 29 2S 

OFFSHORE INSHORE LOBSTER NOti- IMSHOE LOBSTER 

JS141 JSM2 JSM1 JS92 JSM1 - SM2. 

r beta r beta r beta r beta r -beta r beta 

1. I (Mid-level-Needs) .44 ..31 .25 .07 -. 03 -. 1C .11 .07 .31 .104 -24 001 

2. Factor II (Basic Needs)-
3. Factor Ii (Hi-level Needs) 

R 
N 

. 25b 26 
-.38b -,24 
.. 55c 

54 

. 21b 12 
-.33 .:13 

.41a 
54. 

-,24a 11T. 
-.29 a.-. 28 

.35a. 
74 

.10 .04 
,-.4 -;03 

.14 -

74 

. 1% .11 
-.34 -.23 

.44c 
122 

a 
-.19a -.08 
- 36c 

-122 

•,SM1 = Attitude toward going into fishing if had life to live:over. a=p .05 bip<-,1 c=p(.O01 
3SM2 = Attitude toward advising'young man to go into fishing. 



The -l'ddle Level .jeeds
tht tht-ostrongest relationships are in New Bedford. 

Fjctdr isimortant intpredlctlng-both JSMI' and JSM2, and the High Leve1 Needs 

Factor is strongly correlated with JSM1. The ultiple correlations between the 

factors and .the2 job Satisfactil measures indicates that inMew Bedford the.. 

three.' factors account for over 40 percent of:',the variance inJSMl nd JSM2. 

Relationships within the other ports are relatively weak. 

analysts also indicates that there are inter-fishing type differences" The 

inthe rdlationshlP betvieen -he occupational characteristics factors and the'
 

job satisfaction-measures. The stronvest relationships are found among off-


Among inshore fishermen,
shore fishermen for both'job satisfaction measures. 


the Basic and H~Igh Level Needs.Factos are related to JSt4 but -t,the rest of the
 

correlatiOns .are rather weak. tWhen.inshore iobstermen are separated into one
 

pattern similar to that among all inshore fishermen--Eactor.s
group, ve find a 


Fishermen other,*than
'I and.II are the most important-predictors of JSM1. 


pattern smiliar to the offshore group, but with
 inshore 'lobstermen manifest a 


somewhat weaker corrqlations.
 

Summing.up the inalysis presented inTable 2, we find that, overall, the 

three factors ar6 mo. significantly relaied to JSM1, vhich 'as we noted above 

has been'referred to as the best single indicator of job s.atisfaction 
(Robinson, 

An examination of intergroup differences inthe relationsLip be-.t al 1969). 


tween the Job satisfaction measures and the three factors indicate that 
the
 

to the measures in New Eedford,; among offshore 
factQrs.'aremore strongly related 


-and amonq fishermen who.are not inshore lobstermen.
fishermen1 

As"a next step inthe analysis, between group differences in-level of'sat

.ifactiori-on each occupational chiiacteristics factor an4 the two overall 
Job
 

The groups used are'tho' same as in the
satisfadtion reasures are examinedS I.. 

http:Summing.up
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anolys§s.presented lbove, and the results.of the analysis can be found 
inTable 3.
 

findIcates that across ports all the 3ob satisfactiOn measures
'Table3 


are significantly different. Across fishing types, only JSM2 does not differ
 

Finally, comparing inshore lobstermen with all other fishermen,
significantly. 


neither Factor III (High Level Needs) nor JSM1 vary significantly 
across the
 

two subgroups.
 

The mean position of each group isplotted inthree dimensional tpace 
in
 

means of visually displaying the differences between
figures 1 through 3 as a 


the various subgroupings'with respect to their levels of satisfaction on 
each
 

Figure 1 clearly shows the large separation between
of the three factors. 


New Bedford and Maine, with Point Judith occupying an intermediate position,
 

somewhat nearer to Maine. 'Figure 2 illustrates the separation between 
the
 

offshore fishermen and tie others with respect to the Higher Level Peeds 
Factor.
 

With respect to the other two factors (Basic and Middle Level Needs), off

shore and middle fishermen are relatively close to each 
other, but rather dis

tant from the inshore fishermen. 
Figure 3 illustrates the separation 

between
 

Inshore lobstermen are higher on the Middle
inshore lobstermen and all others. 


and Higher Level Needs Factors and lower on the Basic Level f-eeds Factor.
 

In figures 4 through 12 individuals identified as to group membership
 ..


(using the groups analysed above) are plotted against each pair of factors 
to.
 

illustrate the range of values within each subgroup inthe'factor space. In
 

figure 4 individuals classified according to port are plotted against the High
 

Here we can see the Point Judith fishermen
Level and Basic needs factors. 


(plotted as 'A') concentrated inthe lower half with a tendency to be located
 

toward the right indicating that their level of satisfaction isrelatively 
high
 

both on the High Level and Basic teeds Factors. New Bedford fishermen (plotted
 



Table 3. J:Analysts of beteen group differences in level of job satisfaction
 

on qFpcupatlpnal charateristics factors and Job satisfaction 
measures.
 

Factor I (Mid-level Needs) 
Factor,II(Basic Needs) 
Factoy.Itl (Hi-level Needs) 

. 

i '"1 
JSK2. 

Factor.I (Mid-.level Needs) 

Factor II (Basic Nee1s1) 

Factor1lI,(Hi-level Needs) 

JSMi. . 
JSM2 


Factor L,(Mid-level Needs). 

Factor II (Basic Needs) '.' 

Factor III (Hi-level .Needs.) 

,St1 ; , 
JSM2 


MEAI. VALUES.. 


POINT. ,'E.V 

•JUDITH BEDFORD 

0.02 

0.28 

-0.35 


1.7V,9 
'0.7 

INSHORE 


0.31 

-0.20" 

-0.13, 

1.61. 

0.5.0 


-0.89 

0.16 

0.95 

1.24 
0.60 

_MIDDLE 


. 0.26 

0.23 


-0.59. 

1.79 


10.62. 


I*.SHORE 
LOB .TERN]ER 


0.4( 

-0.3 

-0.14 

1.56 
.0.39 


ALL 


... 
MAI NE 

0.45 

-0.37 

-0.15 

.1.52 

.,31 

OFFSHORE
 

70.45 

0.34 

0.60 

1.35 


.. 0.63. 


OTHERS. 

-0.2.5, 

0.25 

0.09 

1.57 

0.c 


F:' 


42.19 

14.36 

44.66 


7..96 
20.41 


16.66 

9.15 


24... 


PF 


2 198 

2,198 

2 198 

2 198 
2 198 


2 193 

2 193 

2 193 


17.571'2 193 

1.58 2 193 


26.1.2 .1.194 -Z.O01,
 
30.28 1 194 <.001 
.. 2.26 194 .>.05 
0.02 1 194 >.05 

14.27. 1.104 <.001
 

P
 

e,001
 
/.001

4001 
4,001
 
.001
 

4001
 
<.001
 
<.001
 
<.05
 
-.05
 



POINT JUDITH
 

HMAINE
 

-j.aJ

'U 

NEW BEDFORD 

Figure 1. Mean Factor Scores for Fishing Ports Plotted in Three Dimensional Occupational Characteristic Space.
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MIDDLE
 

INSHOR
 

Figure 2. Mean Factor Scores-for Fishing Types PlQtted 
inThree
 

Dimensional, Occupational Characteristic Space.,
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.*J 

LOBSTERMEN
 

OTHERS 
0 

,igure 3. Lobstermen versus all others plotted in
three dimensional
 

occupational characteristic space.
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as 'B') are concentrated in the upper center indicating that they are not as
 

satisfied as the other fishermen with respect to the High Level Needs 
Factor
 

The other figures
and Intermediate with respect to the Basic Needs Factor. 


similar manner. Overall, they provide
(5 through 12) can be interpreted in a 


a visual demonstration of the differences between the various subgroups 
with
 

respect to the three occupational characteristics factors.
 

The degree of the differences between the three ports with respect 
to the
 

three occupational characteristics factors is underscored by a multiple-dicrim

inant analysis. The Mahalanobis' distance (Rao 1952) of each fisherman from
 

the means of each port as defined by the three occupational characteristics
 

factore was calculated. This distance coefficient is not a simple linear com-


It
 
pound of the differences between the group mean values and the case 

values. 


is a weighted combination, which in this case gives more weight to the factors
 

The resultant
that are most important in distinguishing between the ports. 


distances were used to reclassify each'fisherman into the group with ahich 
he had
 

A suiary of the reclassifications is
the smallest Mahalanobis' distance. 


presented inTable 4.
 

Table 4. Reclassification of Fishermen from Home Ports on the Basis of
 

Mahalanobis D from Port Means on Occupational Characteristics Factors.
 

CASES CLASSIFIED INTO
 

POINT New
 
PORT JUDITH BEDFORD MAINE
 

POINT 
JUDITH 52 9 1 

NEW
 

BEDFORD 7 32. 3
 

ME 20 4 5G
 



•• 

BASIC NEEDS FACTOR ' -GE
 
LEVEL000 

o NEEDS
 
e " FACTOR 

" F 
A POINT JUDITH
3A0 + 


3.0 0 ""
 .
B .-NEW BEDFORD 

A
B
z.4 4 C-MAINE, B A 

•
 

0) 
 SI8 B 
** 1 c C 8 aa A a 

•6 C A A+ B B*
1. " "88 


*A c a C 
o A A CC c 

eBCScSB 8 B5 
A 
AC C A A 


C AC BA 8ACA c CC B TC S. 
AAcc BCL C A A 

.0 

A A 4CC CC C A
0.0: ACC CAA CC * C . C A AC CCCL. C.A A 

1C AAC CCA, - * 
ASC C C C A CA CAA C ACC AA 

A CAA A A CACC.AC - A.60 CCA AA C C 


•"A A
 .
A LB CC A A A*•C 

A A AA
-1.2. * C A A" A


* " 

A
 

1.o5
• . . , -o350
:,,1o1.%,,,-1.0s 1,40 752.]10 

.
 

-210.,4 700 0.00 e700 


Figure 4. Fishing Ports Plotted Against High Level and Basic Needs Factors.
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HIGHMIDDLE LEVEL NEEDS FACTOR 

LEVEL
 ..... . 40...o4.o o. o. ....	 o , 

.: ;,EEDS
 

3.0 	 A - POINT JUDITH "FACTC7
 

9 
 ~C aNEWMAIN BEDFORD
 
*BB
 A* B 

.1
* BC 	 . 
8AC B C* SB 

B 	 A .1.2 . 

AS6 C C 
B A BA BA C B ALAAC A A , 

A & A C Ao60 


: C B c A C C
 
*CS CCBAC	 A

" A A CcA A CA 	 cc•tC 

0.0 	 C C A C AEC C CC 

AC C A CCA 
A C* C 4A CCLA 

CA 	 C A C 
C C CC C A 

-. 60 * 	 AA CAAA A A A C C 
C A A A C C C, 

- C C ACBSBe A ALA 
•.A A A 	 C AAA A C A A C 

A B CCA *C A 
-1oZ 	 "A A A CA A

A- A.-S A 
A 

" A - . 30" . 

-;9.0. 0. -1.43 0.700 " o0.C1.2 3 
000T 

Figure 5. Fishing Ports Plotted Against High and Middle Level Needs Factors. 
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For example, ,Ppint Judith,';Tablei 4 is.-most easily read from left to ridht. 

origi6al,ly had',79 fishermen;, .,,52 of these were reclassified back into Point 

Judith, 9Vinto New Bedford, and'I into Maine. :Overall, we find that 140 of 

the 201 fish'ermen are correctly reclassified 'ack.'intotheir own port. This..
 

ismorethan'two times as'many as'we would expect.on the basis,of chance alone.
 

'Asimil'ar analysis of between'fishing type differences was not as success-


InTableS., we find that.only 61 percent.of the fishermen
ful (seeTable 5). 


are correctly classified.
 

Table5. - Reclgssifiction of!Fishermen from Fishing Type en.the.-Basis of 

Mahalanobis' D from Type Means on Occupational Characteristics Factors 

CASES CLASSIFIED ITO
 

TYPE .. INSHORE MIDDLE OFFSHORE 

INSHORE - 71 27 15 

MIDDLE iG 5 

OFFSHORE 7 14 33 

These findings-reinforce the significance of the differences between the
 

ports with respect to the occupational Characteristics factors.' Nevertheless,
 

Figure 4 through 6 and the30 percent of the fishermen who ere incorrectly
 

fair amount-of overlap
classified according to port,indicate that there isa 


between theports with respect to'the'three factors. Perhaps some of this
 

overlap can be explaindd by an examination of the Interrelationships between,.
 

other occupatinnal and socfocultural variables and the Job satisfaction var

lables examined here.
 

As'a means of increasing our Understaiding of the correlates of.job
 

satisfaction among New England fishermen, the InterrelationshipS'between various
 

http:percent.of
http:expect.on
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aspects of job -satisfaction and ta. select '9rupofsociocultural variablesare
 

examined. The terrelationships between the sociocultural variables (indep

endent varfales) can be .foundIn Table 6. Stepwise multiple regression was
 

used to deterneheOatterning-of combined rel ationships between the Indep

endent vaiiables a6d levels of satisfaction on each of the three Job character

stics factors'and the two job satisfaction measures (SM1 and"JSM2)*. Inthis
 

procedure, all' "ndependent variables are intercorrelated with the dependent
 

(each Job satisfaction measure), and the variable which explains the'mos.t var,-


The next variable
lance inthe dependent is entered into the equation first. 


entered lrthenole which explains-the most vaiance with the first control-led.
 

This procedure iscontinucd until all variablqs.are entered or until a previous

ly set criterion sireached. Inthe analysis presenteo here, entry into the
 

equation was restricted to variables whose F Ratio to enter was at least 2.0
 

or the increase invariance explained (R
2) at least one .percent. When either 

of these criterion were violated, the prQcedure was halted. The results of
 

this analysis for the total sampl-e-and foreach port separately can be found 

inTables.7 through "1"O-.
 

Intables 7 through 10 the signs of.the correlattonswtth the High.Leyel
... 


Needs Factors have been.changed to sitiolify interpretation. As.noted:abov~e,.
 

this factor.was reflected (high .negative loadings), thus a high positive factor
 

score indicates'dissatisfaction In.contrast to the Qther factors where ah.Otgh
 

score indicates satisfaction.' Changiro the signs.for Factor Three peitA.
 

similarinterpretation for: all. measurs,and.simplifies the.discussion.
 

InTable 7 itcan be seen that for the total sample, being born ina for

eign country. (ethnicity), practiclng a.
Jishing type.other than.inshore lob

stering, and,early entry i o6,the'occupation are .ecurrent-and impoi tant.pre
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Table;G. Zeo604rdO'CorrellationS betweei Independent Sociocultural Variables
 

1 2 3 4 " .5 6 7 P 9 10 

1. Ethntcty 

2. Age -.08 -

3. Marital status:v .13 .4,1 -

4. Number of dependents .10 .16 .55 -

5. Formal education -.69 -.19 -.26 -.11 

6. Father fisherman .28 .07 .11 .15 -.31 

7. Early entry' -.11 -.02:-.10 -.10 .08, .27"

8. Number of relatives fishing .34 .03 .16 .09 -.34 .430 .15 -

9. Owner-skipper status -.29 .30 .09 .00 .13. .05 .17 .65 -

10. Years fishing -.01 .78 .35 .14 -;29 .22 .24 . -'.23 

11. Other than inshore.... 
lobsterman .27 -.17 .11 .20 -.16. .00P-.6 .10 -.54; .01 
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Multiple.RegreSstion Relating: IndependentSociocultural
Tbble.7.- .Stepwise 

Variables to Job Satisfaction Variables within Total Sample.
 

PARTIAL* F RATIO
DEPENU VARIABLE ENTERED 

TO ENTER TO ETER R

VARIABLE AND CONTROLLED 


-.42 42.15 .42

MID-LEVEL Ethnicity 
NEEDS Other than inshore lobsterman -.26 146'28" .48 

.21 9.49 .52.
Age 


.18 6.85 .54
Early entry 

-.15 4.72 .55
Years Fishing 


BASIC-L EL Othef than inshore lobsterman., .36 30.28 	 .36
 

NEEDS Early.entry .16 5.25 .39
 

-.13 3.15 .41
Owner-skipper status 

.13 359 .43
Marital Status 


-.5r 91.18 .56
HI-LEVEL Ethnicity 

NEEDS Early'Entry .18 6.72 .58
 

14 3.80 .59
Father Fisherman 	 -.


-.23 11.60 .23
JSMI Ethnicity 

.14 3.78 .27
Early rntry 

.12 3.00 .29
Marital Status 


JSM2 Other than inshore lobsterman .26 14.27 	 .26
 

.30
Father fisherman -.16 5.13 


.11 2.52 .32
Marital status 


.12 2.90 .34
Early entry 


N a 201 *Zero-order for first variable entered
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,
Table;8. '.Stepwise-Mult,ple Regress-ion Relating Independent Sociocultural
 
Variables to Job Satisfaction Variables at Point Judith.
 

PARTIAL* F RATIO
DEPEPDENT VARIABLE EITERED 

TO £_TER TO ENTER RVARIABLE AND CONTROLLED 


MID-LEVEL 
NEEDS
 

BASIC-LEVEl Number of Dependents. :.30 7.89 .30
 
-.933 9.28 .44
NEEL S Owner-skipper Status 


.26 5.33 .50
Early entry 


.25 4.93 .25
HI-LEVEL Early entry 


NEEDS
 

.24 4.76 .24
 
Jisr Marital Status 


.17. 2.29 .29
Early entry 


. -JSM21 


14= 79 *Zero-ordee for first variable entereO
 

1Ho entering variables with p( .05.
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Table'()' ,'' 'Ste.Owse-Multiple:Oesston Relating Independent.oculC. turl. 

Veriables at q,'w Cedford., 

PA', IAL*, F RiATIO i: 
DEPEODEPT YARIABLE 'ETEREP 

TC ..TER, TO ETER
VARIPLF APP) COt'TReLirE 

MID-LEVEL I 
NFEPS
 

.42 .57 .42
Pather Fisherman
BASIC 


-. 23 .47.NEEPS Formal Educition 2.26 

-. 5p i.. 58IFather Fisherman
HI-LEVEL 

.3! ,
Years Fishins
NEErDs 


,.97 .72,
Other than ihshore lobsterman -. 33 

Number of ependents -.31 4.PO .76.
 

.31 .Marital Status 

.81.30, 344"Owner-skiPper status 

3
.39 C.r.. ..
Years Fishlnp
JSM1 ..


-.30 3.92 -.47

Number of depeneents 


* ~~2 .2 . 
.55l.-23 2.OCOver-skipper status. 

.35.35 5. C5JSM2 Early entry 
.34 5.27 .48Nner-skipper status 

.20 1.53 .51


Formal education 

.55
.2r 2.5
Number of relatives fishinn 


N 42 *Zero-ordcr for first variahle entered.
 

I~o entering variables with p<.05. 
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Table 10.. 
.Varfab%.es 

Stepwlse-Multiple Regression Relating Independent Sociocultural 

:to, Job Sjtisf~actof'-V~riables fn Maine.: 

DEPENDENT-
VARIABLE 

VARIABLE' ETERED 
AND COTROLLED 

PARTIALW. 

TO ENTER 
i:F RATIO,.1. 

TO-ETER R 

MID-LEVEL 
NEEDS 

Age 
Other than in shore lobsterma.i 

.29 
-.23 

7.26 
4.46 

.29 

.37 

BASIC1 - , 

NEEDS 
** 

HI-LEVEL 
NEEDS 

Yeqrs F.ishing 
Other than inshore lobsterman 

-.23 
.19 

.4.28 
2.80 

.23 

.29 

Early entry .20 3.34 .35 

-JSM1 

JSM21 

N = 80 *Zerp-order for first variable entered 

1No,entering variables with p<.05 
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dictors of the various aspects of job satisfaction. Marital status isentered
 

into three of the.equations, but-only relatively late and with 
relatively low
 

The directions of the correlations tell.s. s .that foreign

partial correlations. 


born fisherm6n are less li'kely,to have high scores on the Middle and High:Level
 

Needs Factors (therefore be less satisfied). Foreign born fishermen arealso
 

less likely to say that they would become fishermen.If they had their 
life to
 

fisherman other than an inshore lobsterman isposi
live over (JSM1). Being a 


tively related to the Basic Needs Factor, negativelyto the Middle Level 
Needs
 

young man to enter the occupation (JSM2).
Factor, and positively with advising a 


Finally, early entry is positively associated with satisfaction on the job 
char
 

acteristics dimensions represented by all three factors and with both 
JSM1 and
 

JSM2. 

fair
Turninq to the within port analyses we can see that thereare a 


amount of differences. With respect to the Middle Level Needs Factor, it'was
 

not significantly correlated with.any of the sociocultural variables 
ineither
 

Poiht Judith'orNew.Bedford...In Maine, satisfaction on this factor 
was posi

tively related with age and negativelylwith other than inshore lobster,f.ishil.ng,
 

The Basic Needs Factor was related to quite different.independent variables 
in
 

InPoint Judith, number of dependents and early
Point Judith and New Bedford. 


entry was positively correlated and owner-skipper status negatively 
correlated
 

This tells us that inPoint Judith, owner-skippers are less
with Factor Two. 


likely to be satisfied with the items on the Basic Needs Factor while 
those
 

with more dependents and those who entered the occupation early are 
more like
 

father who was also a fisherman it
 to be satisfied. InNew Bedford, having a 


positively correlated with this factor and years of formal education 
negatively.
 

InMaine, none of the independent variables are significantly correlated 
with
 

http:f.ishil.ng
http:fishermen.If
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the Basic Needs factor.
 

both PointJudith and Maine,..early entry ispositively'correlated
nIn 


InMaine and New Bedford
with satisfaction on the High Level Needs Factor. 


years fishing experience andother than inshore lobster fishing manifest con

trasting correlations with this factor. InMaine, those with fewer years fish

ing experience and fishermen other than inshore lobstermen are more likely to..
 

be satisfied with regard,to the items on the High Level Needs Factor. The
 

opposite holds true in Iew Pedford.. Additionally, a large number of'other
 

independent variables contribute significantly to'variance in satisfaction
 

on the High Level Needs Factor inNew Bedford. Inthis.port,-6independent
 

variables account for over 66 percent of the variance inFactor Three factor

scores.
 

1ith regard to JSKI, we once again find differential patterning,between.
 

the ports. InPoint Judith, marital'status (being married) andearly entry
 

are positively correlated with JSM1 while inNew Bedford, years fishing exper

ience and owner-skipper status are positively correlated and number of depen-


Fin-*
dents and ethnicity (foreign born) are negatively correlated with JM1. 


ally, the independent variables are significantly related to JSM2 only inNew
 

Overall, we have seen
Bedford where 4 account..for 30 percent of the variance. 


great deal of between port variation with respect to the correlates of the
 a 


various job satisfaction measures.
 

means of determining the overall relationship between the independen
+
 

As a 


variable set (the sociocultural variables) and the dependent variable set
 

(the job satisfaction measures) a canoncaT:correlation analysis was conduct.
 

between the two sets of variables. The results of this analysis can be found
 

inTable 11.
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Job Satisfact~ion Variables
Table 1I-c Canonit~el. Correlation, Analysis between 

and Sociocultural Variables. 

CA!OITCAL, VAR!ATES*. 

.A. IV.JABLE. 

* .27 ;35.35141 
.12 .64JSM2 
W668 . .14
Mid-level Needs Factor. 

.31" .62
Basic Needs Factor 

.70 -.60
HI-level Needs Factor 

-3 .26
Percent of trace 
.14. .06Redundafly CoeffIctent 


Ethnicity: .89 -.5
 

-.22 -.23

Age 


.13 .20.
Marital Status 

.24 .15s

Number of: Dependents 

Years.Formal*EdUcation ,
 
.20 -.28
Father Fisherman 

-.29
Early Entry 

.21 -.03.
 

Number of Relatives Fishing 

.,54 -.35
Owner-skipper Status 

;..07. -.07


Years Fishing Experience,-

.9 . 68


Other than'Inshore.Lobsterman 

.19 .09
*Percent of Trace 


0.77 0.48
Rc 
X2 251.4 62.2 " 

rF , .0. .,4 .. 

<.001*.001p 

. N-201*Only. significant vaiates, presented (.p-.01) 
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InTable 11, only the canonical variates which account for a significant
 

The analysis presented :tnTable11
proportion of the variance are t.esented. 


indicatet'that there is a statistically.significant relationship between the
 

two variable sets. -The canonical correlation between thetwo sets of variables
 

weighted by the first canonical variate is,-.0.77, and by the second canonical
 

Both of these canonical correlations are:statistically signifivariate, O.4C. 


cant at better than the C.O01 level.
 

The canonical variable loadings in.Table 11can,beinterpreted as correla

tions with the canonical variate (Levine 1977). For-example, among the dependent
 

variable-set on the first canonical variate, the High and Middle Level, Needs
 

Factors manifest the highest absolute values intheir correlations with-the
 

Since the High Level Needs factor was negative
first canonical variate. 


high positive score reflects dissatisfaction), these loadings indicate
a 


that satisfaction with the job characteristic items asso.ated,with the two
 

Inthe indepfactors isnegatively related to the first canonical variate. 


endent variable set, ethnicity and other than inshore lobsterman manifest high
 

positive loadings while years of formal education and owner-skipper status
 

manifest high.negative loadings. Concentrating only on-the-hghest loadi"g
 

variables, the first canonical viriate can be interpreted as indicating that
 

foreign born and other than lobster fishermen are more likely to be dcissatis

fled with respect to a.weighted combination of the Middle and Hih Level Needs
 

Factors. Conversely owner-skippers and those with more formal education are
 

more likely to be satisfiedwith these dane factors.
 

Turning to the second canonical variate, JSM2 and the Basic-and High Le,.
 

Needs Factors load highest in the dependent variable set. Inthe independent
 

variable set, other than inshore lobsterman loads highest, with early entry and
 

http:is,-.0.77
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kiine1t statvj comlni in second- an:! rather .lois.. Ieping in rind th rather 

lovw oadtso Oith respect to early ehtry ane owner-sItiprer status, as %iell as 

the r fl16ted Pnattre..of thepHlch Level Neers Factor, this canonical variate
 

c' -. tohaterpreteO as indlcatlnca that early entrants and other than inshore 

10idrOO,'are more.llfely to be.sdtfsfled on awephtee combination of JSM2 

and 'Vie .as'ic ane Hlqh Level teeds Factors than owner-skippers-. 

"Percent of trace for a given variable set isthe sum of the squared elements
 

by the number of variables
of 4ctolt.nof canonical variable loadinns divideu 

Jih"th set, ane is therefore the pr6!nortion of'a set's variance associated 

with -each:daionical variate (Lev.ine Y.77). .T4,sJ 4.3 percent' of t.te ' dependent
 

variatld ets.Vari.ace is associ.a ed ,,it the first.t-uo canonical variates.'
 

can only .,e interpreted as
The .reeundancycoefficient isnot syrmtrical an'i 


the"ar'ount. of.vriance tin the. cenpndent Variable set trace adcounte-f for by
 

the indepenilent.yvariable set canonical variate*(Levine 177). Tt-.ds 20 percent
 

of tie varlande in:.the two depen4entvariile set traces can be accounted for
 

ty the..,0nependent variable canonical variates. -This indicates..a relatively
 

stro.,'
i,ast ell 'as a.statistiCally sinnificant, relationship -etween the job..,
 

' 
satisfactio measures n. the sociocultural variable snt.
 

DISCU$SIOP!AMrD COMCLUSIO',S The factor analysis:of levels of satisfaction
 

on a list of occupational characteristics resulte inthree factors rore.clear

ly related.to Maslo,*Is (1054) hierarchy of needs than the 'intrinsic' and.,ex-.
 

trinsic' job characteristic classification so freqOently'used inresearch re"..
 

ed to job satisfaction. The factors iere charactefized as .asic N!eeds (phys! 

ocical and safety), Middle Level Meees (Love and belono.lnaness and self esteem). 

arecHigh, t . , .,:,'Level t'eeds' (self-actualization), 'All. thfte factors'are signiflcantly, . ;", . " ' . 

http:related.to
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reiated to~whether or not the respon~ent said he would go-hack 
into fishing if
 

he had his life to live over (JSM1), a measure cited as the best single indica-


Interestingly enough, for the
 tor of job satisfaction (Robinsonet al 19G). 


total sample the High Level Needs Factor isthe stroncest predictor of this
 

satisfaction measure, indicating that self-actualization 
isan important facet
 

of Job satisfaction amonq, New England fishermen. *This finding 
contradicts
 

Yadov and Kissel (1177) who claim that USSR workers, incontrast to US workers,.
 

They write that motivations
 obtain job satisfaction from higher level motives. 


such as Job security and wages are more important for US workers 
(part of the
 

Among Northeast Coast fishermen, the
 content of our Rasic Needs Factor). 


Basic Needs Factor isthe weakest predictor of JSM1. Mevertheiess, the Pasic
 

Needs Factor isthe strongest predictor of whether or not one 
would advise a
 

This can probably be explained by the
 younq man to go into fishing (JSM2). 


fact that the first criteria to be considered when setting a young man off on
 

his career would he satisfaction of basic needs--the higher level needs can be
 

satisfied later (cf. Maslow P15).
 

The within port analysis of the relationships between the three 
factors
 

and the two other job satisfaction measures (JSM1 and JSMI) indicates 
that the
 

This finding can probably be
 strongest relationships are found in New Redford. 


attributed to the fact that most Mew Pedford fishermen are offshore 
fishermen
 

The conditions
who fish extended amounts-of time inrelatively rough water. 


are so difficult, especially inwinter, that one has to be satisfiede 
with the
 

various occupational characteristics inorder to rationally state 
thathe wou>
 

go back into fishing ifhe'had his life.to live over (JSM1) or to advise a
 

young man to enter the occupation. This suggestion is supported by the fact
 

that'a within fishing type anaIysisdemonstrated that the:strongest 
relation
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and-JSM2, with.a,.pattern.similar to thatof
shlps between.the factors and JStII 


This leads us to conclude,
NRWBedford, wasfound among offshore fishermen. 


.

that the occupational characteristics investigated are muchImore salientin 


determining overall job satisfaction among offshore.fishermen..
 

" An analysis of the inter-group differenceswith respect.to the various
 

satisfaction measures defmonstrated that, ove'all, the strongest differences
 

are across the ports. The patterning of'the differences 'n each measure reflects
 

elativd frequency of different types of fishinghin each"'port (e.g.,Maine
the 

ffshore, .and -Point Judith,...a mixture). . Never
primar'ily inshore, New Bedford 


theless, the strength of the ac*oss port differences'leads'one to'suggest
 

that Some additional factors.ass'oci-atedwith the ports .account for some of the 

variance in satisfaction levels.. The multl le discriminate.analysis provides'. 

further support for the contention thaV int'erpbrt differences are 
more clearly
 

defined than inter-fishing type differences.
 

:An examilnation of -the directions of the inter-groul -differences shows
 

that New Bedford, as well as the offshore fishermen; manifest-mean 
scores
 

indicating that they'are'the-least satisfied With respect to-the Middle 
and
 

43ig Level fleeds Factors and JSMI. Dissatlsfaction 'on the Middle Level Needs
 

Fa.ctor can probably'be'explained"tby the fact that these fishermen spend 
long
 

periods 'of *timeat sea, and'inany of'the items on the Middle Level 
Needs Factor,
 

are relaied to'timeaaway. Additioally, many of:the fishermen inNew Bedford
 

are workers on large vessels that do not belong to 'them; thus, they 
do not
 

have the freedom to come 'and go as they please or perceive much of 
an oppor-.
 

tunity to be their own boss in such a highly capitalizeu fleet(also relateA 

'to itemson Factorl). "' " 

New 5edfod and'the offshore fishermen's'relatively 'low level of satisfac



tiOn with r4spect'to the.,High,Level Reeds FactorIs-quite.striklng Perhaps
 

these fishermen-have too much exposure to theitems associated with this factor.
 

Perhaps theyareout onthe water and outdoors too:'much inthe ,old, rough
 

North Atlantic. .Perhaps the challenge and adventure'become a little too much
 

to bear.*hen one's life.isat.stake (cf. Poggi.e, Pd'1lnacafand Gersuny 1976).
 

Additionally,,since.the crew to captain ratio'on ihe large vessels-is greater,
 

the preponderan.e ,of crew members who are not incontrol'of the:..situat on, thus.
 

less likely to.feel self-actualizing in.the face'ofthe elements; would have
 

tendency.to lower the mean score on these.items.t" This.,sggestion issupporta 


ed by thefact that owner-skipper status is positftvely reldted to.,satisfaction
 

on..the High .Level Needs Factor in'lewBedford (see Tall .).
 

';The Maine fishermen as well as the inshbre ftshermen are'by.far the least
 

When ll Inshope..lobstermen are separated
satisfied on the Basic Peeds Factor. 


out, they.manifest an even lower level'of satisfactidnon this factor. Most
 

of these .lobstermen are from Maine where both the predlctabit.ty and level of
 

earning, on-the average, does not match that bf -fishermen closer: to urba.
 

markets..,(two litems on the Basic Needs Factor). ,Additionally.,.the:.smallness
 

of their-:vessels which are mostly open'*to the ieather incombination with the
 

cold,..tpbulent Maine coastline and less mechanized nature.of.their job
 

probably .leads thein to be less satisfied with .the physical: fatigue, safety.,..
 

and healthfulness occupational characterist'ics, which are also :Qn this factor.
 

Finally with respect to inter-group dfferendef, we.f.ind that Mew.Sedford.. 

fishermen. are less likely to; say.that tey would-become f-ishermen.ifthey 

hod thei l.ifd to. l ive over (.Si01) and. Maine fishermen are less,-.ikely.to 

advise a young man to become a fisherman (JSM2)" TThe relatively low score.. 

.541 :Can probably be.attributed tothei.r relatively lo level
for NW,.Pedfood on 


http:predlctabit.ty
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of"satisfaction on the Middle'and 'Righ Level Needs Factors as described above. 

The' LOwscore 6ftft Maine fishernen ,on JSM2 4is,-probably due to the fact that 

the.Maline Lbstermen perceive"the Lobster grounds asa limited good and'have
 

a tendenfy.to,,try to'control access through.the,institutionof harbor gangs
 

which sometimes'use Violent means to restrict'access.to specific lobster grounds
 

*(of. Acheson 1975'). ,' . " 

The oveilap between the ports as seen in the plotsin.Figures.4 thrdugh"
 

12 and the multiple atiscriminaht analysis-itodtcate that factors other than
 

those esed-in.SUbgrouping also:,affect job satisfaction as measured inthis
 

paper. ,'StepWiseMultipie-regressionwasused to determine the relative influence
 .......
 

that a range of sociocultural variables haVe onjob satisfaction., With respect
 

to the 'total sample, being foreign born (ethnicity), beginning to fish before
 

21 year of age (early-entry), and being,other than an inshore lobsterman are-,
 

the.strodngest.predictors of the various j6b satisfaction measures.
 

Fbreign born :fishermen are 'less likely -to-be satisf-ied with respect to
 

items on the.Middle and High Level Needs Factors and less likely to say that
 

they Viouldi become fishermen ifthey had.-their lives to live over'again. Fish

ermen who entered the Occupation early, however, tend to be-relitively satisfied
 

wlthAtems on all three factors and to respond that they would hecome.fishermen
 

Jf they had their lives tolive over and that they would advise a younq man to
 

enter'the occupation.,::fishermen other than inshore lobstermen are less 'likely
 

tobe satisfied on:thetMiddle Level Needs Factor and more likely to be satis

fied,on the BasiciNeeds Factor and to advise a young man to enter the"occupation.
 

There are severrO possible explanations for the relatively'low-level of
 

Job,Satisfactionaong,:foreign born fishermen.'First, most of the foreign
 

born fthenneA inNow Bedford are Portuguese, immigrants who come to theUnited
 

...... 
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States'wtth' elitively high expectattons? Although their'.tncome setatively ,,
 

high:, becoming 'acrewman on-a. long't*.p..vessel inthe North Atlantic .is.probably
 

rude shock for many 'iIntervlews.lndicate'algreat deal of dissatisfact-ion
 a 


effects.: of long trip,fishing,on-family.life', amongthese
wh respect.*o the ..

type of.fishing," i.,s'.not a job for a .mtl'ants.. 'Ohe'even"stated: that thitV 


Thus, the immigrant comes with high expectations which are not 
fulfilled


man". 


and reports dissatisf"action with h.isi job--the; higher the.expectatlons,,
the
 

It is.

lower,the chances; of'achieving satisfactioni'(cf.,.Kulpinskai'1977)'. 

I also
 

possible that since'most of the foreign=born 'fisheimen in,the sample 
are off

-shore fishermenh-, the re'sults para3llelwhat vie woul.d expect'on.the-basis.of,
 

The'crewmen aboard.
.offshore fishermen's att'itudes:toward their;"occuphtion'. 

the large Ne.Bedford,vessels ae more like.workers in: a factory than are' 

fishermen 1n'smaller vessels-who'are either independent entrepreneurs.
orare
 

individuals who have some 'hope.of-owning the means of production.tPemselves,

someday., ' Frobi th:fs' 0erspective,; the* Nei' Cedf6rd mbidigrant fishermAn can' be 

grou~ed with to workerswho dorenot own:the means.o, p-oducti n and havei 

The fact that there is''l.ittle contro ,:6ver thoir o:n"lJot..(Stokes.1978). 


ew.Bed.foed reinforces'this view. :Kalleberg and Griffefl
.,'aiiactve'unio6i.f:in 


-(1978)'suggest that Workers'who have less control over.the product atd 
process
 

thus'- providing-a possible
of"their labor'ob6 h-'fewer,.job rewards -than-others;' 


ir.idine of.low job'soL ;sfaction famong immigrant
altertitive;explanatiori'for the 


fishermen. Tevertheless,-the relatively high correlations,with ethnitity.

ith .being foretgnborn allo. Influences,"
 .suggt'that sOme factor astoctated .

relative "Job'Stfsfdction.
 

TIhe'general"finding that fishermen who enter the.ccupatonfearlylaifemore
 

at on
''&ilftt!
lely..toexiess.satsfaction on "all :.measures ,,,suggests that early 
1 
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,.lit-theoccupatIton of fishing results ingreater overall satisfaction. 
This
 

f dndipq may!alsobe due-to the possibility that early entrants 
have had little
 

The positive relation
opportuntity to -compare fishing vith other occupations. 


shipbetween age and satisfaction-with respect to the 
Middle Level Needs Factor
 

is Inkeeping with other research whichreports a positive correlation between
 

Finally,

age and job satisfaction '(cf. Robinson, et al 1969; Glenn, et al 1977). 


the-finding that fishermen otherithan inshore lobstermen are more 
likely to be
 

satisfied on the Middle Level Needs Factor and dissatisfied on the Basic Needs
 

Factor.can probably be explained ty the fact that the.Middle Level 
Needs Factor
 

is.composed primarily of items associated with separation from loved 
ones, and
 

Further, their relative
offshore fishermen-feel this separation more acutely. 


satisfaction with-the Basic fleeds Factor isprobably the result of 
the dissat-


The.Maine

isfaction of Maine Lobstermen on this factor as discussed above. 


lobstermen comprise most of the inshore lobstermen inthe sample; thus, result

ing inthe reported relationship.
 

The .intraport analysis of the sociocul:tural correlates.-of job satisfaction
 

large role
resulted in-,findings -suggesting that-situational variables play a 


Insome ports none of the sociocultural variables
inthese.,relationships. 


were relatedto specific job satisfaction measures, inother ports many 
were,
 

and,in one instatice,6pposing relationships were found,in.diffqrent ports..
 

,!'itfi respect to-the Basic Needs Factor, number.of: dependents isthe
 

We have no explanation for this relationstrongestpredictor in:Point.Judith. 


ship'at the preseot'time.".After the effects ofnumber of dependents iscon

strong negative correlation.
trolled, howeverr, owner-skipper status manifests a 


with.this;factor., There are a number of-possible.explanations-for this find

ing..-First,d.owner ,skippers are probably more,critical with respect to their,
 

http:number.of
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income since they have'so much capital invested in productiVe equipment.. Further,
 

owner-skippeis are resp6nsible for many bf the basic needs'of the crew (e.g.
 

safety, healthfulness, etc.); thus, these items.on the Basic:heeds Factor would
 

Perhaps the more important a given aspect of job sat-'
be moresallentto them. 


isfaction isto an indvidual, the more'likely theywill expressdissatisfaction
 

This finding 4S parallelled byKalleberg and Griffen,(1978) who report
With it.,, 


that the more 'highlyone values intrinsic job +bwards, the! less likely.they are
 

The'BasicLevel'Needs Factor iscomsatisfied 'withthe level of such rewards. 


posed primarily of items ne-would classify as "extrinsic", but-perhaps the: same
 

principle applies. Early:'entry -isalso entered into the equationfor.Point
 

Judith, 'and the explanation for this relationship is.similar tothat offered
 

above--those who are socialized into the occupation at an earlier age are pro-.
 

bablybetter.adapted and have'not .had.the;opportunityto cobtrast fishing.
 

with otfier occupations. 

InNew Bedford the strongest correlate of satisfaction on the-Basic Needs 

4ng.a father-h& was -also-.a ftsherman This finding suggestsFactor ish-.tb

that inNew Bedford, where::theConditions are overall harshest with respect to

exposure to-the rough, openf.ocean and physical separation from landhbaving a 

father wh', was alfisherman' probably preadapts a-.fisherman to the difficult
 

naturrof the.job (e.g., through having-a suppOrtative-familycontext ano early'
 

socializationby.a significant Otheri'cf. Poggqe,.Pollnac,"and Ger~uny 1976);
 

thus, resulting::n greater overall satisfaction with theitems on the%Basic
 

Needs Factor. The.negative partial correlation with years of.formal education
 

suggests,that those'with more education tend to be.more.criticat with respect to
 

items on' the Basic Needs:Fctor. Perhaps.,frrmal education'leadsfone to have.
 

higher expectations with respectto these'items.; hence-'lessening the chances for
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satlsfaction. Finally, .one'of the sociocultural -variables are significantly
 

related-tb the Basic.Needs FactorAn Maine.
 

Turning to the Middle'Level Needs Factor, we.firdsignificant relationships.
 

'sposititely correlated with satisfaction on this
only in Maine. There, age 


factor suggesting thatas-one becomes older the'high expectations of youth 
are.
 

abandoned; thus increasing,,the liklihood of satisfaction.* The relationship
 

Final-ly,
betweenlevel of expectationsand job satisfaction is discussed above. 


fisherme'n other than inshore lobstermen tend to be dissatisfi.ed on this factor
 

just as we found for the total- sample, and.the explanationr is similar--most
 

items on the factor deal with separation.from land 'based society, and offshore
 

fishermen are separated more.
 

Needs Factor manifests the largest number of'statistically
The High Level 


significant relationships with the sociocultural variables in the "tra-port
 

Among Point Judith fishermen, only early entry into the occupation'
analyses. 


InMaine
is significantly'related to level ofsatisfaction on.this.factor. 


we also find early entry as a correlate of satisfaction on the lfigh Level Needs.,:'
 

Factor, "Inboth cases early socialization and reduced chances for comparison

with other'jobs probably play..a significant role-in enhancinp satisfaction.
 

with respect to-the items- on this:factor. Years,fishingoexperience is negative

ly related to'sati'sfaction-on the H0gh9 Level'Needs-Factor inMaine.. Here we'
 

might r'gue that.facing the turbulentMaine coastline with a'small lobster,boat'
 

becomes too exciting, challengi.ng, and.adventurous as.the fisherman becomes
 

more and more over-the years and thr initial attraction,to the,
exposed to it 


items on the High"Level Needs Factor wear off.' It.is interesting to note that,
 

It can be argued that
the eXact'.opposite".relationship holds ir.New Bedford. 


in'New, edford .after'an, initial-..dissat.isfactionwitl the High.Level NeedsFactot,
 

http:challengi.ng
http:dissatisfi.ed


because- of -g~h 'epectatibns thatdo 'not ;match'reel ityj; as discussed above, the 

fishermanbecomes more realistic, and we consequently.find-an.increase.in 
job., 

satisfaction with increasihp time inthe occupation. The'strongest predictor. 

of satisfaction with the High:Level.'teeds:Factor .inNew Bedford ishaving a 

father whows.not;a fishermani This -itsprobably dueto.the fact that-indivi

duals from fishing families.are'-taking-the pathof-least resistance to obtain. 

job through their father's contacts-oron their father'sboat,. They are a 

probably not enterinthe occupation because they.are-attracted to it; thus, it

would"be perceived more as a jqb'"fulfilling basik nee,.---ar interpretation, 

supporfted.by'thesignifitcant correlatiOn-;between-the Basic Needs-Factor and,. 

father fisherman. 

Turding to the'question concerning whether or nota fisherman would 

to enter the bccupation,:we'find significant.relat.fonshtp
s 

advise a young ma 


only among-the eWi-rBedford Fishermen. .There we find that early..entry intotbe.
 

occupation, owner-skipper status,*years of f6rmM1 education, and number of 

relatives fishing are all positiveiy related'to a',ipositiveresponsp.,to this
 

questiOn. With respect'to JSM1 (whether'or'nbt an:individual would become a

fisheran again ifhe had his-life to live-over), married'fishermen and those,.
 

whb'entered the occupation:early-:are the onesMost 1.ikely.to respond posit.ively
 

inPointJudith.;'AIn New Redford, years fishing experienceand,owner-skipper
 

status'are positively related-to positive responsesto this 
question, while.
 

The positive
number of -dependehts'and being foreign born are-negatively related. .. 


relationshitpbeteen years fishifg and Job satisfaction inNew, Bedford has been-.
 

ditscussedabove. Owner-skipper.status ismore likely to-be related to job
 

satisfaction ittew'Sedford becAuse onthe larger Vessel.s;'which predominate
 

factor positivelythere, bwnev-sk4ppers have-more control over.their labor, a 

http:1.ikely.to
http:consequently.find-an.increase.in


The negative
related to job satisfaction (cf. Kalleberg and'Grlffen 1978). 


relationship between ethnicity and job satisfaction in New Bedford isprobably
 

related to-their higher expectations upon coming to the United States, as dis

cussed above. Finally, number of dependents is negatively related to job
 

satisfaction inNew Bedford due to the fact that the more dependeats one has,.
 

isto be at sea for the long periods of time which charthe more difflcult 	 it 


The wife isprobably less satisfied due to the fact
acterize this port. 


that she must manage a larqer household; thus the departures and returns 
are
 

As one New Bedford long trip fisherman said "I've
probably more stressful. 


eleven children), I go home and Iconfuse their names--some father I am."
 

Insum, we have seen that the'structure of job satisfaction among New
 

nunber of items potentially affected by manage-
England Fishermen isrelated to a 


ment such as fishing style, time at sea, freedom'to come and go as oe.pleases,
 

etc. Fisheries management schemes which impact these facets of the occupation
 

large number
would also affect job satisfaction which inturn itrelated to a 


of varjables impacting on society ranging from longevity to family violence'
 

1e have also seen that the relationships between job
and worker productivity. 


satisfaction and relative,satisfaction regardingvarious facets of the structure
 

of the occupation iscomplexely related to other sociocultural variables.
 

Further, many of these relationships are conditioned by situational variables
 

Pence, fisheries management plans c~n differen..whichvary from port to port. 


tially affect job satisfaction among different categories of people and indif

ferent ports.. .The,complexity of.the relationships between these numerous var

iables suggest that extreme cautibn he takenlif the goal of minimizing the
 

negative social impact of f.ishery management .s.hemes isto be realized.
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